
1. Adaptability

- What is the most important trait of a healthy, vibrant relationship?

Adaptability!

- The Principle: DOES IT REALLY MATTER?

- Your circumstance may not change, but your attitude can change and that

makes all the difference in the world.

”You will never reach your destination if you throw stones at every dog that

barks.” - Winston Churchill

“If I could give one gift to every couple on their wedding day, I’d wrap up a large

box filled with adaptability. Because no matter how good your relationship is,

you will have to be flexible enough to change yourself and at least tolerate your

partner’s differences.” - Neil Clark Warren

“What are key ingredients that make up a successful relationship?”


Two words: POSITIVE ADAPTABILITY
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SESSION FOUR: PRACTICE POSITIVE
ADAPTABILITY WHILE COMMUNICATING A.W.E.
(AFFECTION, WARMTH AND ENCOURAGEMENT)



2.	Positivity 
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-	Positivity is the emotional climate of your relationship

-	Learned optimism 

-	The Magic Ratio: 5 positive interactions to 1 negative interaction 
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-	The negativity mindset

”Do all things without grumbling and complaining.” Philippians 2:14


”As he thinks in his heart, so is he.” Proverbs 23:7 (NKJV) 


-	”We become what we think about all day long.” - Emerson


-	Awfulize

Imagine (a situation) to be as bad as it can possibly be.

verb informal

/'ôf ,lz/
aw·ful·ize



3.	Communicating with A.W.E. 
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-	Communication is a learned trait

-	A.W.E. 

Affection 

Warmth 

Encouragement

ILLUSTRATION VIDEO: 

THE POWER OF WORDS 

https://vimeo.com/554972451/785fd7a228


REFLECTION QUESTIONS:

Personal & Group Reflection

1. Why do you think relationship expert Neil Clark Warren would say that adaptability

is the most important trait of a healthy relationship?

2. The “Does it really matter?” principle is important but often hard to implement.

How have you seen this helpful and how have you found it to be difficult?

3. Positivity is the twin of adaptability and it deals with the emotional climate.

What makes it most difficult when your spouse is not in a good place

emotionally?

4. Negativity can hurt a relationship. Jim suggests you flee from it. How has

negativity affected your relationship with your spouse?

5. The Power of Words is a beautiful story of saying the same thing, but just

changing a few words. What can we learn from this story?
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